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• The US dollar index surged to it’s highest level since July 2002 following the US Federal Reserve’s

decision to hike its policy rate by 75 basis points (bps) late Wednesday. Market participant get ready

for the Swiss National Bank (SNB) and the bank of England’s (BOE) policy announcements. Later

in the day, the European Commission will release the September consumer Confidence data and the

US economic docket will feature the weekly Initial Jobless Claims.

• The Federal Reserve's monetary policy-setting committee on Wednesday sharply raised its year-end

benchmark lending rate outlook while forecasting a steep decline in economic growth as it delivered

its third straight 75-basis-point rate hike to a range of 3% to 3.25% to fight soaring inflation.

• The year-end fed funds rate estimate was revised up sharply to 4.4% from 3.4% previously, the

FOMC's statement Wednesday afternoon showed. The updated estimates for the funds rate also

show another 25-basis-point of tightening in 2024 to 4.6% before easing to 3.9% in 2024 and 2.9%

in 2025.
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➢ EUR/USD has sensed a sigh of relief after dropping to near 0.9800. The major witnessed a

steep fall after Fed chair Jerome Powell escalated guidance on interest rates.

➢ In addition, the shared currency bulls are worried over fresh impetus on Russia’s nuclear attack

talks. Russian leader Vladimir Putin’s announcement of military mobilization and threat to use

nuclear weapons have refreshed fears of war situation. The retaliation from Russia against

western sanctions has triggered a risk-off impulse.

➢ The sellers need to conquer the support of 0.9800 to aim for the 24 October 2002 low around

0.9725. A breach of the latter will drag the asset towards 21 October 2002 low surrounding

0.9685. Alternatively, the resistance of 0.9860 challenges the short-term upside of the

EUR/USD pair ahead of August 23 low at 0.9900.
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➢ GBP/USD slumped to the fresh 37-year low near 1.1220 during early Thursday morning in Asian.

In doing so, the Cable pair justifies the broad US dollar strength amid the risk-aversion while also

portraying the market’s pessimism ahead of the Bank of England’s (BOE) monetary policy

meeting.

➢ At home, the UK government’s fresh relief plan surrounding the limits on the energy bill and aid

to the British business fails to convince the Cable buyers. Also exerting downside pressure on the

GBP/USD prices could be the fears of harsh Brexit as UK PM Liz Truss is a firm opponent of the

European Union (EU) laws.

➢ Despite snapping a three-day downtrend on Thursday, an downward sloping support line from mid

September restricts the immediate downside of cable, around 1.1200. A breach of the latter will

drag the asset towards January 1985 low around 1.1100. Meanwhile, pullback moves will be

limited by the resistances of 1.1250 and 1.1300 ahead of downtrend line from September 14 high,

at 1.1350.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair has turned sideways after delivering volatile moves post the announcement

of the interest rate decision by the Bank of Japan (BOJ). The asset reverses an Asian session

dip to mid-143.00s and surges to a new 24-year high on Thursday.

➢ The Japanese central bank held its benchmark interest rates at -0.10% and vowed to keep

purchasing bods so that 10-year yields remain pinned at zero.

➢ That said, the bulls currently aim the level of 146.00 as an immediate target during the further

advances. However, a confluence of an upward sloping trend line from April 28 and18 August

1998 high at 146.50 will be a tough nut to crack for the pair bulls afterward. On the other hand,

the yen pair needs to cross the support of 143.50 to recall bears.
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➢ XAU/USD holds lower ground near two-year bottom during early Thursday, as risk-aversion

intensifies ahead of the key central bank events. The metal’s latest weakness could also be linked

to the US Federal Reserve’s (Fed) third rate hike worth 75 basis points (bps) and hopes of a

painful journey to tame inflation moving forward.

➢ A sustained move below the $1,660 level will send the precious metal to 08 April 2020 low

surrounding $1,640. A breach of the latter will drag the asset towards the confluence of the

downward sloping support line and 03 April 2020 high, near $1,625. Alternatively, a sustained

move above the $1,680 resistance will send the precious metal to the early September bottoms

surrounding $1,690. A breach of the latter will drive the yellow metal towards the psychological

resistance of $1,700.
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➢ US stocks slumped into the close on Wednesday as the Federal Reserve raised the federal

funds rate by 75 basis points. Consumer discretionary and communication services were the

steepest decliners, with all sectors in the red.

➢ The S&P 500 shifted between gains and losses late in the day despite logging solid gains

earlier in the session after the Federal Open Market Committee meeting, tumbling 1.7% at

3,789.94.

➢ The bears are likely to drift S&P 500 lower to July 14 low around 3,725. A breach of the latter

will drag the index towards June 17 low around 3,645. Meanwhile, recovery remains elusive

until the index remains below the resistance of 3,900. Even if the asset rises past 3,900, it

needs to cross the upper band of bearish channel at 4,000 to recall the buyers.
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